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Address Redfoot Enterprises 
217 Koorsboom ave 
Glen Eagle office park 
1620 Kempton Park 
PoBox PO Box 3767

Country South Africa

Phone 0027 83 4634023

Fax 0027 86 6100895

Internet www.redfoot.co.za

 

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Ewald 

Owner 
Phone: 0027 83 4634023 
Fax: 0027 86 6100895 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Ware handling

A complete range of products to cover hot glass contact. Braids are welded to exchange parts to fit existing machines and mechanisms to ensure
durability and longer life. Product range covers:

Wiper / pushers
Hot glass Guides
Starwheel / radial transfer
Stacker / Lehr loader

Take out products

NetOil supplies a complete range of consumable parts to facilitate the removal of hot glass containers from the I.S. machine to the dead plate. All
custom finishes and GPI specifications (Glass Packaging Institute) can be supplied. The range of products cover the following:

Graphite inserts
Steel tongs

Conveyors

Pennine Industrial Equipment provides a complete product range for transportation of hot glass containers from the I.S. machine to the lehr. Multi,
center and side guide chain with various assembly arrangements available to ensure maximum cooling whilst maintaining maximum chain strength.
Product range covers:

Machine and cross conveyor
Sprockets

Hot end Lubrication

Interglass supplies a complete range of lubrication products from Gob shearing to finished container. The range cover the following areas:
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Shear lubrication oils
Delivery oils
Delivery coatings
Blank and mould swabbing lubricants
Touch up lubricants
Neck ring lubricants
I.S. machine lubricants
Conveyor lubricants

Inspection and packaging

System RES supplies a range of consumable parts for cold end equipment. Parts are interchangeable with all major manufacturers of inspection
machines and palletizer equipment. The range covers the following areas:

Foam belts for camera inspection machines
Roller bearings and rotating cuffs for rotary inspection machines
Vacuum plates for wide mouth containers
Wide range of gripper tubes to suit every container shape and dimension

Hot and cold end coatings

Imaca supplies a complete range of equipment and chemicals for the coating of glass containers. The product range caters for various line speeds and
container dimensions and covers the following areas:

Hot end

Coating hoods
Central feeding systems
MBTC material

Cold end coating

Spray bridges
Mixing stations
PE Wax and sterate material

temperature measuring equipment

Land Systems provides a range of equipment to accurately measure molten glass and equipment temperature. Units are calibrated and repaired
locally, thereby reducing cost and repair time. The product range cover the following areas:

Gob temperature
Blank/blow mould temperature

Mould cleaning/maintenance

Zirpro supplies a range of ceramic beads for rotary and air shot blasters. Less product usage compared to glass beads or steel shot with a much
improved mould life.

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
Redfoot Enterprises commenced business in 2006 with an objective to provide quality products which has proven it selves in the glass container
manufacturing environment. The company has grown from strength to strength and now represents 8 leading international suppliers to the container
glass industry in South-Africa.

Redfoot manufacture welded stainless steel braid parts to replace carbon, graphite and Teflon in the hot end ware handeling environment and export
these parts to international clients and agents worldwide. Please go to products for a full product overview.

Company Profile of Redfoot Enterprises

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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provided by a third party, each User agrees to observe and be bound by the specific terms of use applying to such news material. Glass
Global does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the info contained in any address or external websites referred to
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